
Thanks to all of the people who came and participated in the Halo Project 
trapping workshops – 160 people in all!  Local trapping experts demonstrated 
how to safely set and manage the various traps that the Halo Project will 
be using, and provided advice as to best practice.  Participants also learnt 

how to initiate trapping projects in their patch, 
and how the Halo Project will enable and 

support these local initiatives.

October 2016 update

Trapping workshops
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      Halo Project Update

 “How Safe is my cat ?” Project Up
date

Thanks to a generous grant from the Otago Regional 
Council we are now in a position to bulk purchase traps 
for targeting possums, stoats, ferrets, and rats.  These traps will be used 
throughout the Inner Halo area initially, loaned to local residents to use on 
their properties – both rural and urban.  Our approach is a strategic one, 
and these operatiosn will be delivered in a very coordinated manner so as to 
ensure maximum effectiveness and ongoing sustainability.

Wanted:  
part-time Halo 
Project Coordinator

We are currently seeking applications for a part-time 
Halo Project Coordinator, specifically to work with 
community groups and landowners to plan and implement 
the coordinated trapping programmes within the Inner 
Halo project area.  A job description is on our website: 
www.beyondorokonui.org.nz.  If this job sounds like you, 
please do get in touch, we would love to hear from you..

In the interim we are working behind the scenes to 
ensure that our systems are robust and able to deal with 
managing coordinated large scale action across hundreds 
of households.  That means developing databases for 
people to input catch data, as well as a database for 
managing the distribution of hundreds of traps.  It also 
means developing comprehensive health and safety 
systems, biodiversity outcome monitoring systems, and 
formalising working relationships with key agencies.

developing databases

One of those agencies is OSPRI.  As part of its objective to remove TB from herds and 
from possums OSPRI has recently embarked on its second stage of possum removal 
across the Mt Cargill area.  This is a large project that covers hundreds of properties and 

is primarily focussed on TB control.  The TB programme is completely separate from 
the Halo Project, though it covers a very similar geographic area.  The LCT is 

communicating closely with OSPRI, particularly with regard 
to the sharing of predator catch data and 

biodiversity outcome monitoring.

OSPRI

Otago Regional 
Council

Map of Inner and Outer Halo Project areas
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The ‘How 
Safe Is My Cat?’ project 

brings together LCT, Orokonui 
Ecosanctuary, University of Otago, local 

schools (Karitane, Waitati, Purakaunui and Port 
Chalmers) and of course, families that own 

cats. Not only are we discovering where cats 
go when we’re not looking, we’re also combining 
science and education by working with school 
kids to formulate predictions, perform data 

analysis and draw conclusions about their own cats.

School kids played the cat-hunter adaptation game, dressing 
up as cats to identify and describe physical features of cats that 
make them especially good hunters.  The kids have toured Orokonui 

Ecosanctuary to further their knowledge of native flora and fauna.  

Baited decommissioned traps (DOC200 and Timms) have been placed 
at each of the schools and in owner’s gardens.  Using trail cameras, we 

are watching what cats do and finding out what other creatures are 
sneaking around when baits are used.   

In the coming weeks, we will finish GPS tracking the last 12 cats and 
then will head back into the classroom to calculate home ranges and 

distances moved from home.  In December, the schools will come 
together to share their results, before sharing the results with their 

own communities.

Everyone will have an opportunity to participate and to support the 
children involved in this study by voting for the cat that you think has 
the largest home range and the cat that has the smallest home range.  

Look out for the notification on our facebook page    
www.facebook.com/beyondorokonui/   

Prizes will be available to both 
participating cat owners and 

voters!

      Halo Project Update

 “How Safe is my cat ?” Project Up
date

Over the last two months we have GPS tracked 
and videoed 24 (of a total 36) companion / pet 
cats within the “Beyond Orokonui” project area, 
evaluating cat movements and interactions with 

trap boxes.  

Hannibal’s first 

week of data = 

4.1 ha

We looked at 
feral cat poo 
and together 
we identified 
the bones 
of different 
animals that 
feral cats 
munch on in 
the wild. 

Thanks to

If you have any questions or 
concerns about any of this, or would 
like to get involved in any way, please contact 
us: landscapeconnectionstrust@gmail.com. 

Rhys Millar, LCT Project Manager. 
w. 03 4779242   m. 027 3877866  e. rhysmillar@inspire.net.nz
www.beyondorokonui.org.nz


